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“The Shape of War” 

Student Organizer (Answer Key) 

[bolded words indicate www.worldmapper.org mapcharts to be referenced] 

1. Approximately speaking, which nations/regions had the highest Military Spending in 2002? 

(Industrialized nations in the northern hemisphere—i.e. the United States, Western Europe and 

East Asia.) Historically, what did these nations have in common in the 20th century? (They were 

all major combatants in World War II, and key players during the Cold War.) What might this 

suggest about military spending in 2002? (It remains based in those nations most heavily 

engaged in 20th century warfare and military standoffs.)  

 

2. What is the relationship between Military Spending and Arms Exports? (They are very 

closely related, but even more concentrated in the United States and Europe.) What might this 

relationship suggest? (Nations which spend the most on their militaries also tend to profit by 

selling the weapons they develop.) What is the proportional relationship between Russia’s 

military spending and its arms exports? (Proportionately speaking, it is much bigger arms 

exporter than it is military spender.) What might this suggest? (That the sale of formerly Soviet 

weaponry is a significant element of the Russian economy.)  

 

3. According to Arms Imports, what regions were buying most of these exported arms in 2003? 

(Asia and the Middle East.) What is the relationship between arms importers and exporters on 

the one hand, and the nations which have had their armed forces most engaged in war on the 

other? (There is a strong correlation between a nation’s buying OR selling arms and the 

likelihood that its military has been heavily engaged in war.) On the Arms Imports and Arms 

Exports mapcharts, which kind of weapons are being counted and which are not? (The charts 

include conventional non-nuclear military equipment, but do not include small arms and 

ammunition.)  

 

4. What is the relationship between which countries have had their Armed Forces at War from 

1945-2004 and those countries which suffered the most War Deaths from 1945-2000? (War 

dead are highly concentrated in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa.) What might this suggest? (That 

the death tolls of war no longer fall most heavily on armed forces, but rather on civilians.)   

 

5. What is the relationship between the War Deaths of 1945-2000 and War Deaths of 2002? 

(It is now overwhelmingly concentrated in Sub-Saharan Africa.) Is Sub-Saharan Africa either a 

major military spender, or arms importer? (No.) How are so many people being killed there in 

war? (They are overwhelmingly being killed by small arms and primitive weapons not factored 

into the Arms Imports and Arms Exports charts.)   

 

6. What general conclusion can be drawn from these mapcharts taken as a whole? (The arms trade 

is a big business in which strong industrialized nations tend to sell weapons to weaker and 

emerging nations; on a human level, war’s toll is increasingly concentrated in the weakest and 

most marginalized nations, where it is overwhelmingly conducted with small arms and 

primitive weapons against civilian populations.)  


